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The algebras studied here are a generalization of the class of ternary 
algebras given in [3], which are, in turn, a variation of Freudenthal triple 
systems [7]. The advantage of the latest algebras, which we call symplectic 
algebras, is that they are defined by identities and hence admit direct 
sums. The main purpose of this paper is to show that semisimple sym- 
plectic algebras are the direct sum of simple algebras in characteristic 0 
and to give a classification of the simple algebras over algebraically 
closed fields of characteristic 0. In the process we derive a number of 
results for fields of arbitrary characteristic $12, 3. 
In $ 1, we relate intrinsic notions of solvability and semisimplicity of 
a symplectic algebra to the parallel notions in a Lie triple system con- 
structed from the symplectic algebra. In 5 2, we use this relation to show 
that a semisimple symplectic algebra of characteristic 0 has nondegenerate 
trace form. This allows us to derive the first structure theorem. In 8 3, 
the relationships among symplectic algebras; Freudenthal triple systems, 
and the ternary algebras of [3] are indicated. In Q 4; the balanced, simple 
symplectic algebras with nonzero skew form are classified via a reduction 
to the classification of Freudenthal triple systems in [7], yielding (Co- 
rollary 4.2) complete classification of simple, symplectic algebras over 
algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero. 
Throughout we assume characteristic 0 #2, 3. 
3 1. THE LIE TRIPLE CONSTRUCTION AND SOLVABILITY 
If A?’ is a ternary algebra with trilinear product xyx satisfying 
(1.1) L(x, y)-L(y, x)=R(x, y)--R(y, x) (We denote the common value 
by 4x, Y)) 
(1.2) &x, Y)Rh w)=Jw(x, Y), w) =R(z, ww? Y)) =m, WNX, y) 
(1.3) L-W, Y), R(z, w)l=JWG, w), z/)+&x, y-W,@) 
for all x, y, Z, w E &, where xyx=xR(y, x) =zL(x, y) = yU(x, x), we say that 
J is a symplectic algebra. 
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We shall first give a construction of a Lie triple system from a sym- 
plectic algebra. Recall that a Lie triple system is a ternary algebra 9 
with trilinear product [stu] satisfying 
(1-4 [stt] = 0 
(1.5) Pl t2 t31+ p2 t3 h] + [t3 t1 t2-j = 0 
(1.6) [Vl t2 t31 t4 t51 - u1t4 t51 t2 t31= [h [t2 t4 t51 t31+ [tl t2 [t3 t4 t5]]. 
for all s, t, tt E 9, i= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. To construct a Lie triple system 9(d) 
from a symplectic algebra A, set 9(d) = A @ 2 where &? is a second 





One easily checks that (1.4) and (1.5) hold for Y(A). Also, we need 
only verify (1.6) for ti =xi or tg =&. Note that if (x + y”)“= y+Z:, then 
ty tlti = - (tl t2 t3)‘. Thus, we may assume tg = xt for at least two of i = 1, 2, 3. 
Using (1.5), we may reduce the case tl = & to the cases t2 = ga and t3 = g3, 
and using (1.4) we may reduce the case t2 =& to the case t3 = &. We are 
left with the cases ti=xi, i= 1, 2, 3; and tt=xt, i= 1, 2, t3=&. Note that 
[tuv] E &‘, if two of t, u, v lie in d and [&&A] = 0, so that a product 
of five elements of 9(J) in any association is trivial, if four of the 
elements lie in J&!. Using (1.4) to reduce the case t4 = &, t5 =x5 to the case 
tq=xq, t5=&, we are left with 
(I) t1=x1, i&=X2, &=x3, t4=g4, t5=i&, 
(II) t1=x1, t2=x2, t3=g3, t&$=x4, t5=g5, 
(III) t1=x1, &=X2, t3=g3, t4=g4, t&=&i* 
In case (II), (1.6) follows from (1.3), and in cases (I) and (III), one needs 
(1.8) &/4, $/S)fi(xZ, x3) = @x2, xQfi(y4, y5)) - R(z3, xZfl(g4, y5)) 
(1.9) @x2, y3)&$/4, y5) -fi(y4, y5)&$/3, x2) =&x2&/4, y5), y3) 
respectively. These follow immediately from (1.1) and (1.2). This completes 
the verification that $(A) is a Lie triple system. 
An ideal 9’ of a ternary algebra & is subspace such that the product 
of an element of a with any two elements of .zZ in any order lies in ~?8. 
For a Lie triple system [&&SY] C S9 implies 97 is an ideal, while for a 
symplectic algebra &99& C g and either of zz?&B’ C 9 or &9&d _C S? 
will suffice. These follow from (1.4), (1.5), and (1.1). Note that if 98’ is 
an ideal of a symplectic algebra &?‘, then so is J&?&Z&?. Indeed, by applying 
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(1.3) to u E &? and letting first y E g and then w E &? we get (&&?&?)&A C 
C A&?&? and J?‘(&JJ$‘&Y)&’ _C J?J&?‘~. If g:1 and &% are subspaces of a 
ternary algebra ~4, let 981 * 99s be the subspace of ZZ’ spanned by products 
x$xjxk where (i, j, k) is a permutation of (1, 2, 3), x, E g8, s=i, j, k, and 
&?a = ~2. Define BFn> by &?<a> = g’, B<n+l> =5P> * 9&Q>, and call an ideal 
98 solvable if .4Fn>=0 for some n. 
LEMMA 1.1: Let &’ be a symplectic algebra or a Lie triple system. 
If 9& i = 1, 2 are ideals of JZ?, then $1 * $82 is an ideal. The sum of two 
solvable ideals is solvable. 
PROOF: Let @’ be a symplectic algebra with 9t, i= 1, 2, ideals of JZZ. 
If (i, j, k) is a permutation of (1, 2, 3), x, E g8, s = i, j, Ic, gs =&‘, and 
2, W E &, then (x~xjXk)XW=(Xi~W)XjXk+X~(~j~W)Xk+X~X~(XkWZ) by (1.3). 
Hence (gl *&$+Z!&%? c gr -kgj2. f&O, ~(~~~~~~)~=~(~~~~~~)~+~~~j(~~~~w)- 
-X~X~(ZXJ~W) by (1.2). Hence, z(x$xjxk)w = z(xjx~xk)w mod &?r *af, and we 
may assume i 23. Since X(~i~~~~)~~(~~i~)~j~~-((z~j~k)~i~~~~i(~~~~~) by 
(1.3), we have &(&?I + Sa)zZ C ar * &Ya and 9;1 * 99~ is an ideal. The last 
statement follows from 
(1.10) (9& + i&p> c 981 <n>+S2<n>+SYl n 3Y2 
which can be shown by induction. The case &’ a Lie triple system is 
similar and we omit it. See LISTER [5], Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
The standard argument shows if & is as in Lemma 1.1; and 9Y;11&Ys 
are ideals in JX? with Br/ga solvable in JzZ/~?;Z and g:z solvable in &, 
then 9;1 is solvable in CQZ Hence, if Jie is finite dimensional, one may 
define the radical of &, rad &‘, to be maximal solvable ideal of &‘, and 
say &’ is semisimple if rad &‘= 0. One has, as usual, &/rad & is semi- 
simple. Henceforth, we shall assume all spaces to be finite dimensional. 
LEMMA 1.2: An ideal 98 of a symplectic algebra JN is solva,ble if and 
only if the ideal in the Lie triple system 9(d) generated by 9 (re- 
spectively, &) is solvable. 
PROOF: Let Y(9) =98 @ 5?. It is clear from (1.7) that Y(g) is an 
ideal of $(A) and 9(9Y * 99) r> Y(B) * 4(g). Since [xrx$a] =xrxaxs if 
xi E &, i = 1,2,3, we have that 9($ * B) =9(g) * Y(W) and 9$4?<n>) = 
= (4(5%))<“>. Hence, 9 is solvable if and only if 9(g) is solvable. We 
have seen that &?4Y9? is an ideal of J&. Moreover, (1.7) shows that 
a=w @ (AfutY93) * is the ideal in #p(d) generated by 99. If &? is solvable, 
then % C .9(a) is solvable. Conversely, if 4! is solvable, then Y(JZJZ~) C 
C % is solvable, and A~&!‘99 is solvable. Since (1.1) implies &9BA C 
C .g&?B+&9Y&?, we see that J&&Z?&? 2 a’<i>, and &? is solvable. A similar 
argument works for &. 
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COROLLARY 1: JZ is semisimple if and only if $(A) is semisimple. 
PROOF: If B is nonzero solvable ideal of &? then it generates a nonzero 
solvable ideal of 9(d). Conversely, if % is a nonzero solvable ideal of 
9(d), let a be the image of the projection of %! on A. Letting tl E 4, 
tzE~,t83E~andthentlE~,tzE~,tgE~in(1.7),wesee~~~~~ 
and &?A&? C 9#. Hence, $8 is an ideal of ~4’. Since (JZJ~)~ C %!, 
(&JZB)- generates a solvable ideal in 9(&X) so &?A97 is solvable. As 
before, this implies &7 is solvable. Similarly, the image 5? of the projection 
of ??/ on J& has %? solvable. Since either g #0 or V #O, we are done. 
Recall that associated with a Lie triple system Y is the standard Lie 
envelope g(9) = $a+ [99j where [tu], t, u E 9, is the linear transformation 
of X defined by s[tu] = [stu], s E 9. The Lie algebra product on ,9(s) 
is given by [s[tu]] = [stu], s, t, u E 9, together with the natural Lie product 
on [9XJ and the designated product on Y. The theory of Lie triple 
systems (see LISTER [5], Theorems 2.7 and 2.16) gives 
COROLLARY 2: A is semisimple if and only if .9(A) 3 A?(#(&) is 
semisimple. 
3 2. THE FIRST STRUCTURE THEOREM. 
We shall prove the following 
THEOREM 2.1: If JZ is a semisimple symplectic algebra over a field 
of characteristic zero, then 4 is the direct sum of simple ideals. 
As usual, a symplectic algebra JX is simple if it contains no proper 
ideals and A&?&? #O. Our approach to Theorem 2.1 will make use of 
the trace symplectic form (x, y) = tr(X(x, y)) defined for x, y E A. 
LEMMA 2.1: If 3? is an ideal of a symplectic algebra J and PP is 
the orthogonal space to 9 relative to ( , ) then Z@ is an ideal of &. 
PROOF: Interchanging x with y and x with w in (1.3), subtracting, 
using (l.l), and taking the trace of both sides, we get 
(2.1) (x8(2, w), y) + (x, ypZ(w, z)) = 0, for x, y, 2, w E A. 
Hence, ~PJZAF’ C 931. Since X(xS(z, w), y) =X(x, y)S(z, w) = S(x, wS(x, y)) 
by (1.1) and (1.2), we see 
(2.2) (xfJ(z, 4, Y) = (z, wX(x, Y)), for x, Y, z, w, E 4. 
Thus, &8(&P, A) C $81, so ~%9&d C 971, and 571 is an ideal. 
LEMMA 2.2: If the trace form ( , ) on a symplectic algebra A is 
nondegenerate, then A is semisimple and the direct sum of simple ideals. 
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PROOF: The usual argument for Lie algebras carries over (see DIEU- 
DONNA [2]). Indeed, if g is an ideal of JJ with 9<1> = 0, then choose a 
basis for JZ containing one for 98. Using gg&=g.MB= 0 in the compu- 
tation of (b, x), b E $9, x E J&Y, one sees (g, 4) = 0 so $= 0. Let 9 be a 
minimal ideal. If 9 C 971, then (blbzx, y) = - (bl, yxbe) = 0 and (blxbz, y) = 
= - (bl, ybzx) = 0 for x, y E J&Y; bl, bz E g’; imply &Vi> = 0, a contradiction. 
Hence .G? n 9P= 0, and &? = g @ 981. Note that g is simple, for k%@a= 0 
implies 98-<i> = 0, contradicting semisimplicity. Induction on dim J/Z yields 
the result. 
A symplectic algebra is balanced if 8(x, y) =(x, y)ld, (x, y) E @. 
LEMMA 2.3: If J&’ is a semisimple symplectic algebra over an alge- 
braically closed field, then k’ is the direct sum of balanced ideals. 
PROOF: Since {X(x, y)/x, y E A} is an abelian Lie algebra, J# decom- 
poses into a direct sum of weight spaces A&. We shall denote ol(S(x, y)) 
by (x, y),. Hence J+YG = {Z E ~Njx(X(x, y) - (x, y),ld)~= 0, for all x, y E JZ 
and some positive integer r depending on x and y}. Set N&(x, y) =X(x, y) - 
- (x, y),Id. Since (~ww)N~(x, y) = (UN&(X, y))vw= u(wAT&(x, y))w, we see 
that 4, is an ideal. Since 4 is semisimple and the direct sum of the 
ideals ka, each JZ& is also semisimple. The restriction fl,(x, y) of N&(x, y) 
to A, is nilpotent. If N&(x, y) #O choose t> 1 so that (za(x, y))t #O and 
(fla(x, y))t+r = 0. Set &Y=JG(flG(x, y))t. Clearly, W is an ideal of 4,. But 
3ii%RA!, c J&&iL(x, y))“t =,o and @4’&?= 0, so &Vi> = 0 in An, a contra- 
diction. Hence xa(x, y) =0 and 8(x, y) restricted to JZa is (x, y),Id. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be completed once we have shown 
LEMMA 2.4: The trace form (x, y) =tr(S(x, y)) of a semisimple sym- 
plectic algebra &Z over a field of characteristic 0 is nondegenerate. 
PROOF: Since semisimplicity is a linear property for Lie algebras of 
characteristic zero, Corollary 2 to Lemma 1.2 shows that it is a linear 
property for symplectic algebras of characteristic zero as well. Hence, 
we may assume the field is algebraically closed. By Lemma 2.3, we may 
reduce to the case X(x, y) = (x, y)Jld, x, y E 4, where (x, y) is a scalar. 
The Killing form on .5? = 9(&Y) = 9 @ 97 where 9 =9(d) and g = [99] 
is nondegenerate, since 9 is semisimple. If ( , )dp and ( , )w denote the 
Killing forms on 9 and .G$? respectively and L = t+ R E 9 with t E 9, 
R E 9, a result of BRAUN and KOECHER ([l], p. 290) yields 
(2.3) (L, L)dp = (R, R)gg + trq(adR)a+ 2tr$(adt)2. 
We compute try(adt)2 for t = x + y”, x, y E J. Since [[sl]t] = [tts] for s E 9, 
we see that the J component of [[utlt] for u E JZ is - 2xzcy+ uxy while 
the k component of [[z]t] for 15r E ~4’ is Byvx- wyx. Hence, tr$(adt)2 = 
= trA( - 2U(x, y) + 2U(y, x)+(x, y)l). Since z( U(y, x) - U(x, y)) = yxx - 
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-xyx=(y, x>x+(y, x)2+(x, x)y by (l.l), we see that tr3(adt)s= - 
- (n+ 4)(x, Y> w h ere n= dim A!. Hence, (x, y) and (x, y) =n(x, y) are 
nondegenerate forms. 
$ 3. GENERALITIES ON BALANCED SYMPLECTIC ALGEBRAS. 
If X(x, y) =(x, y)ld where ( , ) is a skew bilinear form, then the 
defining identities (l.l)-( 1.3) for a symplectic algebra A? are equivalent to 
(Tl) xyx= yxz+(x, y>z 
(T2) xyz:=xzy+(y, z>x 
(T4) (xyx)vw= (x~w)yx+x(y~w)z+xy(zw~) 
which are satisfied by the ternary algebras studied in [3]. 
Reading (T2) as an operator identity R(y, x) =R(x, y) + (y, z)ITd and 
taking Lie products yields [R(x, y), R(x, w)] = [R(y, x), R(w, z)]. (T4) then 
implies 
O= [4x, Y), R(z, 41 -II&y, 4, R(w, 41 =WWz, 4, Y) - 
-WY, xW> w)) +R(x, yR(w 4) -Q/WC z), 4. 
Hence, (T2) yields 
(3.1) (xR(x, w), y) = -(x, yR(w, x)) for x, y, w, z E 4. 
Further applications of (Tl) and (T2) give also 
(3.2) 
1 
WC% w), Y> = -<x, Y-w, 4) 
(xU(x, w), y)= -(x, yU(w, x)) for x, y, w, x E A?. 
Evaluating (z&(x, y), w) using (3.2) and (Tl) yields 
(T3) <XYZ, w> = (XYW, 2) + (x, Y><x, w>. 
Thus the ternary algebras of [3] are precisely the balanced symplectic 
algebras. Lemma 2 of [3] then implies that proper ideals of balanced 
symplectic algebras are contained in the radical of ( , ). Since Lemma 2.1 
implies Rad ( , ) is an ideal of A! we have 
LEMMA 3.1: Let AC? be a balanced symplectic algebra. The following 
are equivalent : 
(a) A? is simple and ( , ) + 0 
(b) ( , ) is nondegenerate. 
Lemmas 3.1 and 2.3 yield another proof of Lemma 2.2 in the alge- 
braically closed case. We note also that for CD algebraically closed, every 
simple, symplectic algebra over @ is balanced by Lemma 2.3. 
The constructions in [3] yield two classes of simple symplectic algebras. 
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I. The symplectic algebra of a nondegenerate skew bilinear form -A 
a vector space with nondegenerate skew form ( , ) ; product defined by 
(3.3) qP = B((x, Y>X + (Y, x)x + (x, Z>Y) 
II. The symplectic matrix algebra with coefficients in a quadratic 
Jordan algebra $- 
with admissible nondegenerate cubic form N [6], basepoint 1, trace form 
T(a, b) and cross product a x b; product given by 
where, for xi = , 
i 
Y=011Pzns+20c101283--013T(al, b2)-mT(al, b3) -cwlT(az, b3)+ 
+ T(al, a2 x ad, 
(3.4 ; ~=(~~~3-TT(bs,az))~l+(~1~3-T(bs,al))a~+(oll~2-T(a~, bz))a3- 
I 
-al@2 X b3) -ocz(h x b3) -as(bl x bz) + (al x as) x b2 + 
-I- (a2 x 4 x bl 
( 6=-y”, d=- c”where o = (oLp)(ab) 
i, ( XL x2)=~B2---oczP1--T(a1, bz)+T(az, bl). 
The form of the product is slightly different than in [3] (use yU,,,= 
= T(y, 42 -I- T(y, .4x - ( xx Z) x y) to allow the construction to be carried 
out for $ the Jordan algebra of a nondegenerate quadratic form & with 
basepoint c [6], where T(a, b) =&(a, b*) and N, x are defined to be 
identically zero. The arguments of [3] are valid in this case and imply 
that 4(y) is simple, symplectic. 
A further connection between balanced symplectic algebras and known 
ternary algebras is observed if one symmetrizes the product. Setting 
[x1x2x3] =i 1 %,(I) xoC2) x0(3) one obtains from (Tl) and (T2) 
OGS, 
(3.5) [qw] =x$/z+ gz, y)x+ &(y, x)x+ j&, x>y. 
Taking x= w =v =x in (T4) and applying (Tl), (T2) and (3.1) repeatedly 
yields 
(3.6) y(xxx)x=~(xxx, x>y for all x, y E A?. 
It then follows that [[xxxlxy] = - i(y, x)[xxx] - &(y, [xxx])x. Since (T3) 
and (3.2) imply (x, [yxw]) =(y, [xxw]) we have also that (x, [yzw]) is a 
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symmetric, 4-linear form. Considering the definition in [7] andLemma 3.1 
we have 
LEMMA 3.2: Let d be a simple, balanced symplectic algebra with 
( , ) $ 0. Then &?, with product {qx}= - 2[xyz] and skew form ( , ) 
is either 
i) a trivial ternary algebra ({xyx} = 0) or 
ii) a Freudenthal triple system. 
8 4. CLASSIPICATION OF BALANCED, SIMPLE SYMPLECTIC ALGEBRAS. 
Using Lemma 3.2, the classification of balanced, simple symplectic 
algebras containing an element c with (c, ccc) = -$ can be reduced to 
the classification of Freudenthal triple systems. We sketch briefly here 
the results of MEYBERC [7] in this direction. Assume & is a Freudenthal 
triple system containing c with (c, {ccc}) = 3. Then A= @a @ @b @ 
@ A+ @ A- where a = c, b = +{ccc) and A+, &- are dual relative to ( , ). 
Distinguish two cases : 
(a) (c, {xxx>) = 0 for all x E A-; 
(b) There is x E A- such that (c, {zzx>)=o1 #O. 
In both cases, for xE E A”, a= f , one has by (6.1) of [7] 
( (aaa>= 3b, (aab)=a, {abb)= -b, {bbbj= -3a, (aaxE)=~xE, 
(4.1) 
(abx&} = 0, 
{bbx”) = -EXE, {x+y-a}= (g-, x+)b, (x+y-b} = (y-, ~+)a, 
\ {xExEx8)= (xc, {x”x”c))(ea+ b). 
In case (a) A+ is a cubic Jordan algebra with trace bilinear form 
T(a, b)=4(a, 6) and cross product x x x=x2- !Z’(x)xt Q(T(x)s- Z’(x2))1 
where x --f d is a particular linear bijection from A+ to &-. The remaining 
products are then, for x E A+, 
i’ 1 XXa = -j-(xXx), {~~a}=~~xxx, {xxb}+-l(xxx), 
(4.2) {Ebb} = *ax x x, (xxg} = 2(x x x) x y - +T(x, gx, 
k!t@> = - 2(Y x Y) x x + QWG Y)Y, 
by (6.1), computation of {x~x~{ccc}) on p. 182, and the proof of (5.9) 
in [7]. One also has for xi = Nia +- PiBib + xi +@, 
(4.3) (~1,~2)=011~2-~1Ol2+g~(~1,Y2)-~~(y1, x2). 
Setting ~1 =$a- &x-i, ~2 = - $x- 2~1, a = (c, {zxx}) as above, one can 
show by direct computation using (4.1) and (4.2) that c’ = pia -t- p2b satisfies 
(c’, {c’c’c’}) = 3, (c’, (xxx}) = - #. Th us we assume henceforth that DC = - $. 
In case (b) we let (xi}, {yi> be dual bases for A!?‘+ and A?- and define 
linear maps - : A+ + A-, * : &+ -+&it’+ by ?I=& (ollxlf 2 ocixi)*== 
i>l 
=ollxl- 2 olixg. Then Q(a) = 2(a, C*) is a nondegenerate quadratic form 
i>l 
on A%‘+ with &(x1) = 1. The quadratic Jordan algebra &+(Q, ~1) has trace 
form T(x, y) = Q(x, y*) =4(x, 5). Defining x x y = 0 on A&!+ and utilizing 
the formulas on p. 172 of [7] one sees that (4.2), (4.3) are valid in this case 
as well. 
We now can prove 
THEOREM 4.1: Let & be a simple, balanced symplectic algebra con- 
taining an element c such that (c, ccc} = -#. Then 4 is isomorphic to 
a symplectic matrix algebra with coefficients in a quadratic Jordan algebra 
of a nondegenerate cubic or quadratic form with basepoint. 
PROOF: Using Lemma 3.2 we have A@!, with symmetrized product 
@yz}, a B’reudenthal t rip e 1 system with Peirce decomposition A = @a @ 
@ @b @ A+ @ A%- and product described in terms of the Jordan algebra 
structure $ on A+ by (4.1) and (4.2). (3.5) implies for x, y, z E A! 
(4.4) xyz = - ${xyz} + Q(y, x)x+ 4(x, y>x + 4(x, x>y. 
Direct comparison of the products (3.4) with the products derived from 
(4.1) and (4.2) shows that the mapping ~1: 
x, y E A+, 01, p E 0, is an isomorphism from A! onto d(f). (Recall that 
the cross product in a quadratic Jordan algebra is twice that of its binary 
analogue.) 
COROLLARY 1 (to proof): Let 9 be a Preudenthal triple system with 
product (~yz), nondegenerate skew form ( , ). Then 3 with the product 
(4.4) is a simple balanced symplectic algebra. (This is essentially the 
converse of Lemma 3.2.) 
PROOF: In 9~~ !S an algebraic closure, one has a Perice decomposition 
as in the proof of the theorem and the argument’ implies 90 z A’($) 
for some 8. It follows that the identities (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) are valid 
in S-a, hence in 9. That 9 is balanced follows directly from (4.4) and 
the symmetry of (~yx}. 
COROLLARY 2: Let 4 be a simple symplectic algebra over @ where 
@ is algebraically closed and either (a) characteristic @ = 0 or (b) charac- 
teristic CD arbitrary #2, 3 and X(x, y) + 0. Then ~2’ is isomorphic to either 
(i) the symplectic algebra of a nondegenerate skew form or 
(ii) a symplectic matrix algebra with coefficients in a quadratic Jordan 
algebra of a nondegenerate cubic or quadratic form with basepoint. 
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PROOP : Since @ is algebraically closed, d is balanced by Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.4 in case (a) and the assumption in case (lo) imply that the 
hypotheses of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied. If the symmetrized algebra is 
trivial, the form (4.4) of the product is identical to (3.3) and A is of 
type (i). Otherwise the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied and &! 
is of type (ii). 
A different proof of theorem 4.1 can be given using a Peirce decompo- 
sition relative to rank one (R(x, x) = 0) elements. Such an approach in 
[4] for Freudenthal triple systems leads to a proof that coefficient Jordan 
algebras of degree 3 are determined up to isotopy. A similar analysis for 
symplectic algebras yields isomorphism conditions for algebras satisfying 
the conditions of Corollary 2. 
University of Virginia 
The Ohio State University 
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